Deep learning model for doors detection: A contribution for context-awareness recognition of patients with Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract

Freezing of gait (FoG) is one of the most disabling motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease, which is described as a symptom where walking is interrupted by a brief, episodic absence, or marked reduction, of forward progression despite the intention to continue walking. Although FoG causes are multifaceted, they often occur in response of environment triggers, as turnings and passing through narrow spaces such as a doorway. This symptom appears to be overcome using external sensory cues. The recognition of such environments has consequently become a pertinent issue for PD-affected community. This study aimed to implement a real-time context-aware detection model to be integrated into a wearable biofeedback device for delivering on-demand proprioceptive cues. It was used transfer-learning concepts to train a MobileNet-SSD in TF environment. The model was then integrated in a RPi being converted to a faster and lighter computing power model using TensorFlow Lite settings. Model performance showed a considerable precision of 97.2%, recall of 78.9% and a good F1-score of 0.869. In real-time testing with the wearable device, α-model showed to be temporally efficient (~2.87 fps) to detect with accuracy doors over real-life scenarios. Future work will include the integration of sensory cues with the developed model in the wearable biofeedback device aiming to validate the final solution with end-users.

1. Introduction

Freezing of gait (FoG) is one of the most disabling motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease (PD), which affects approximately half of the patients in advanced illness stages (Lewis & Barker, 2009; Pham et al., 2017; Sweeney et al., 2019). FoG is described as a symptom where walking is interrupted by a brief, episodic absence, or marked reduction, of forward progression despite the intention to continue walking (Ehgoetz Martens, Pieruccini-Faria, & Almeida, 2013; Lewis & Barker, 2009). A pathological model of FoG suggests that with additional demands of sensory overload from visual or other stimuli leads to an over-activation of typical basal-ganglia pathways leading to an inhibition of movement and occurrence of freezing episodes (Lewis & Barker, 2009). Although FoG causes are multifaceted, they often occur in response of environment triggers, as turnings and passing through narrow spaces such as a doorway (Gómez-Jordana, Stafford, Peper, & Craig, 2018; Lewis & Barker, 2009; Pham et al., 2017).

Most common situations where FoG occurs involves a change in the visual environment that might require integration of visual and proprioceptive information leading to a sensory overload and a disruption in basal ganglia pathways (Cowie, Limousin, Peters, Hariz, & Day, 2012; Gómez-Jordana et al., 2018; Lewis & Barker, 2009). This disruption appears to be overcome using external sensory cues (visual, auditory and/or vibrotactile), which may help basal ganglia circuits to shifts to healthy spared neural motor pathways (Ehgoetz Martens et al., 2013). External cues can provide spatial and temporal information by indicating where or when patients should place their feet while walking, especially in front of such FoG-trigger environments (Delgado-Alvarado et al., 2019; Ehgoetz Martens et al., 2013; Ginis, Nakaerts, Nieuwboer, & Heremans, 2018; Muthukrishnan, Abbas, Shill, & Krishnamurthi, 2019). It is hypothesized that patients in the presence of external cues exclusively focus on walking by promoting a goal-oriented gait.
particularly in the specific FoG trigger situations, such as passing through doors or turnings (Chong & Hyun Lee, K., Morgan, J., & Mehta, S., 2011). The recognition of such environments has consequently become a pertinent issue for the PD-affected community (context-awareness recognition). Indeed, the recognition of turning to provide sensory cues has already been addressed by (Mancini, Smulders, Harker, Stuart, & Nutt, 2018) and (Harrington et al., 2016), where gait improvements have been observed with their developed wearable biofeedback device. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, no other study focused on door detection in the PD field, remaining an unaddressed and important challenge for the targeted scientific community. These scenarios have been so important in PD motor symptoms management, that curiously, virtual doors have been used by (Gomez-Jordana et al., 2018; Yamagami et al., 2020) to produce a new framework to assess and train patients in this specific FoG-trigger scenario. Thus, the detection of doors comprises a meaningful step in advancing the development of devices for motor assistance or rehabilitation in PD, which led us to develop a camera-based system for door detection to be integrated into a wearable biofeedback device. Besides our solution bringing the innovative capability of door detection in devices for motor assistance or rehabilitation in PD, it will complement current approaches of biofeedback for turnings (Harrington et al., 2016; Mancini et al., 2018) or postural stability (Delgado-Alvarado et al., 2019).

Recent advances in sensing technology and the appearance of low-cost devices such as miniaturized camera modules have made the collection of images more feasible and affordable, besides of being easily integrated into a wearable devices (Ioannidou, Chatzilari, Nikolopoulos, & Kompatsiaris, 2017; Voulodimos, Doulamis, Doulamis, & Protopapadakis, 2018). The increasing abundance of captured images encouraged the research community to exploit this richer content for addressing several computer vision problems related to understanding scenarios for object classification, detection, and tracking. Over the last years, deep learning (DL) methods have been shown to outperform previous state-of-the-art (SoA) machine learning techniques in several fields, with computer vision being one of the most prominent cases (Ioannidou et al., 2017; Voulodimos et al., 2018; Zhao, Zheng, Xu, & Wu, 2018). DL uses computational models of multiple processing layers to learn and represent data with numerous levels of abstraction (Voulodimos et al., 2018). Its use for computer vision can be categorized into various categories: generation, segmentation, classification and detection of both videos and images (Krishna Sai & Sasikala, 2019). Object detection in DL consists in finding the position of an object and labelling (e.g., a door), which solves the described problem of detecting doors using a camera-based system (Voulodimos et al., 2018).

Object detection using computer vision combined with DL has been intensively explored on last years for different areas, leading google brains to create an open-source and free software library for machine learning and DL, named TensorFlow (TF). Latest improvements in object detection driven researchers to introduce in TF a robust Object Detection API tool which enables the use of pre-trained models and construct, adapt and train new models. In most of the cases, training a complete convolutional network from scratch is time-consuming and needs massive datasets, as ImageNet dataset (Amit, Felzenszwalb, & Girshick, 2020). This problem was solved by using the power of transfer learning with a pre-trained model using the TF Object Detection API (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). Doors’ detection using DL has already been addressed for indoor robot navigation with social, assistance or domestic applications, as more detailed in section 2 (Banerjee, Long, Du, Polido, Feng, Atkeson, Gennett, & Padir, 2015; Borgsen, Schöpfer, Ziegler, & Wachsmuth, 2014; Chen, Qu, Zhou, Weng, Wang, & Fu, 2014; Dai et al., 2013; Derry & Argall, 2013; Fernández-Caramés, Moreno, Curto, Rodríguez-Aragón, & Serrano, 2014; He & Zhu, 2017; Kakilliloglou, Ozcan, & Velipasalar, 2016; Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Llopart, Ravn, & Andersen, 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Quintana, Prieto, Adán, & Bosché, 2018; Ramoa, Alexandre, & Mogo, 2020; Sekkal, Pasteau, Babel, Brun, & Leplumez, 2013; Shalaby, Salem, Khamis, & Melgani, 2014; Spournias, Antonopoulos, Keramidas, Voros, & Stojanovic, 2020; Tian, Yang, Yi, & Arditi, 2013; Yuan, Hashim, Zaki, & Huddin, 2016). However, these studies did not address PD problem, a contribution introduced by this work.

This manuscript presents a u-based object detection model, implemented in a Raspberry Pi board (RPI) and using an RPI camera module. It is expected to contribute for PD scope, aiming to develop a wearable biofeedback device for delivering proprioceptive cues by real-time detection of patients’ environment using DL techniques. This work describes a step advance on high-tech to provide context-awareness biofeedback on PD. Our research addresses two main contributions: (1) end-to-end custom object (door) detection using transfer-learning from TF Object Detection API; and (2) implementation of trained object detection model in a RPI by conversion of TF-based model to TensorFlow Lite (TF-Lite) version.

2. Related work: Computer vision for door detection

Door detection approaches have been extensively developed for indoor robot navigation with social, assistance or domestic applications (Banerjee et al., 2015; Borgsen et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Dai et al., 2013; Derry & Argall, 2013; Fernández-Caramés et al., 2014; He & Zhu, 2017; Kakilliloglou et al., 2016; Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Llopart et al., 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Quintana et al., 2018; Ramoa et al., 2020; Sekkal et al., 2013; Shalaby et al., 2014; Spournias et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2016). Robotic wheelchairs, humanoids, or systems for aid persons with visual impairments were other target fields of research in door detection algorithms (Derry & Argall, 2013; He & Zhu, 2017; Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Llopart et al., 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Ramoa et al., 2020; Shalaby et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2013). The use of these approaches demands common door features, being not adaptable for different shapes, colors, or frames. Besides, most of these studies were tested in controlled and pre-recognized environments.

Fuzzy logic was explored by Munoz-Salinas et al. (Munoz-Salinas, Aguirre, Garcia-Silvete, & Gonzalez, 2004) to analyze relationships between the segments identified by a doorframe model-based algorithm by using Hough Transform. The system successfully identified typical doors in different environments in real-time and regardless the perspective of camera, color, illumination, and scale changes. However, the algorithm, cannot discriminate doors from other large rectangular objects, such as bookshelves, cabinets, and cupboards (Munoz-Salinas et al., 2004; Tian et al., 2013). Besides, this method failed in detecting partially occluded doors (Shalaby et al., 2014). Probabilistic approach is another strategy explored by Murillo et al. (Murillo, Kosecka, Guerrero, & Sagues, 2008), which defined the likelihood of various features for generated door hypotheses, sowing a good performance, but for controlled environments. (Borgsen et al., 2014) used a RGB camera combining with depth information from laser sensor to identify basic structural door features. They extracted this information from point clouds and associate Gaussian probabilities to create an overall probability measurement of door recognition. Their approach, however, demands high computer hardware and processing time in identification of doorability measurement of door recognition. Their approach, however, demands high computer hardware and processing time in identification of doorability measurement of door recognition. Their approach, however, demands high computer hardware and processing time in identification of doorability measurement of door recognition. Their approach, however, demands high computer hardware and processing time in identification of door.
Studies in the SoA focused on computer vision-based solutions for door detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Tian et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Blinded persons</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>Canny edge</td>
<td>221 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Sen. = 89.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shalaby et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Assistive robots</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>Canny edge</td>
<td>210 images</td>
<td>Sen. = 78.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dai et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>Hough transform</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Derry &amp; Argall, 2013)</td>
<td>Navigation Wheelchair</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>Hough transform</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Sen. = 90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sekkak et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Wheelchair</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>Geometric features</td>
<td>3414 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Prec. = 82 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fernández-Caramés et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Navigation Robot</td>
<td>RGB Camera Laser</td>
<td>Canny edge</td>
<td>Video recorded</td>
<td>Sen. = 77.33 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Borgsen et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB Camera Laser</td>
<td>Geometric features extraction</td>
<td>Video recorded</td>
<td>Sen. = 80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W. Chen et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
<td>20 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Error ratio = 2.82 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Banerjee et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Humanoid Robot</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>Geometric features</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yuan et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>RANSAC algorithm</td>
<td>Video recorded</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kakillilou et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>RANSAC algorithm</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(He &amp; Zhu, 2017)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>Line segment detector</td>
<td>142 images (241)</td>
<td>Prec. = 89.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Llopard et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>500 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Sen. = 90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Quintana et al., 2018)</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>Color-depth discontinuities</td>
<td>35 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Prec. = 98.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ramoso et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>FastFCN</td>
<td>1246 images (recorded)</td>
<td>Acc. = 90.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Spournias et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Robot Navigation</td>
<td>RGB Camera Laser</td>
<td>PointNet classifier</td>
<td>8 images</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Othman &amp; Rad, 2020)</td>
<td>Humanoid Robot</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>DenseNet</td>
<td>SRIN Dataset</td>
<td>Prec. = 97.46 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lecrosnier et al., 2021)</td>
<td>Wheelchair</td>
<td>RGB-D Camera</td>
<td>YOLOv3 Neural network</td>
<td>866 images (MCIndoor20000 and ESIGELEC dataset)</td>
<td>Prec. = 90 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sen: Sensitivity; Prec: Precision.

Detect doors by combining the features of pairs of vertical lines, concavity, gap between the door and floor, color, texture, kick plate, and vanishing point. However, some of these features (e.g., a perceptible gap below a door and the floor and a kick plate) are not always present in different instances of a door. Still in these field of ML tools, (Mahmood & Kunwar, 2011) employed feature-based classification and used SOM Network, which relies on the vertical gap between the door and the floor. So, the camera should be fixed at a low position, and cannot detect opened doors.

By adding depth information to typical 2D input data, alternative methods emerged based on the use of 3D point cloud data to detect and differentiate doors from walls using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) estimator, as in (Banerjee et al., 2015) and (Souto, Castro, Gonzáles, & Nascimento, 2017). Additionally, authors in (Kakillilou et al., 2016) explored the effect of apply RANSAC algorithm with slicing techniques and employed an Aggregate Channel Features algorithm to identify specifically gaps inside doors, which are computationally efficient for real-time applications. However, this method only detected open doors. More recently, (Ramoso et al., 2020) proposed two other methods based on 3D input data to differentiate in real-time between open, closed and semi-open doors. They used PointNet Classifier and semantic segmentation algorithms FastFCN and FC-HartNet. Although these studies presented good performance and provide depth information about object detection, they typically used non-miniaturized RGBD cameras (such as Kinect, PrimeSense, RealSense, Astro Orbec) or combine the use of RGB cameras with laser or sonar sensors. Their use could be feasibility for indoor autonomous robots (assistive and social domotics, humanoids or robotic wheelchairs) but giving their size and weight are not suitable for portable and wearable devices. These systems require high computer costs in terms of processing time, memory, and power-supply.

With the development of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, novel algorithms were proposed as a way to replicate the learning process and adaptability of human beings to unknown and dynamically changing scenario whilst, simultaneously, reducing computational time (Llopard et al., 2017). Thus, DL started to be applied in object detection domain and are among those giving the best performances in all methods (Chen et al., 2014; Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Llopard et al., 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Spournias et al., 2020). Deep convolution neural networks can accommodate certain degree of transformation, deformation, and illumination variation. An example of such behavior is the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which have been widely used in object detection and in the field of door detection by (W. Chen et al., 2014; Llopard et al., 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Spournias et al., 2020) for door detection. This network involves two steps: firstly, a judgment is made to check whether a door exists in the image and secondly, it can locate the door (W. Chen et al., 2014). Other explored us-based technique was the one-stage method, which perform the object localization and object classification in a single network, the YOLOv3 network (Lecrosnier et al., 2021).

(Chen et al., 2014) used twenty images with the same features and by applying different image processing, increased their dataset up to 20,500 images in order to train a CNN. (Llopard et al., 2017) used a CNN to extract a region of interest from an image corresponding to a door or cabinet, combined with several method to extract point cloud data to detect handles inside the region of interest. Also, (Othman & Rad, 2020),
trained a CNN in SRIN dataset, a specifically dataset of images designed for indoor settings and images from short robots such as Nao robot, which was used to acquire the 2D images from its top camera. (Spournias et al., 2020) introduced the use of TF API object detection to implement a Faster CNN, which belong to the Comum Objects in Context (COCO) pre-trained models. They used a RGB camera to detect open and closed doors for Turtlebot2 robotic platform, an ambient assisting living robot. On the other hand, authors in Lecrosnier et al. (Lecrosnier et al., 2021) adapted a YOLOv3 object detection algorithm to detect that their robotic wheelchair was in front of a door and by using an RGB-D camera, they used depth data for 3D door tracking. Although the overall high performance of these studies, they relied on the use of non-miniaturized cameras (Microsoft Kinect (Llopart et al., 2017), Nao’s camera (Othman & Rad, 2020), 3D Orbec (Spournias et al., 2020) and Intel RealSense (Lecrosnier et al., 2021), which demands high power computational and power-supply and are not viable for wearable devices.

2.1. Highlights

State-of-the-art survey in computer vision-based solutions for door detection enabled to verify that the geometric models, probabilistic approaches, and the fuzzy logic methods required that all doors present the same features (shape, frame, concavity, gap between the door and floor, color, texture, kick plate, handles or typical associated text). This environment-controlled requirement was also a limitation for studies that applied ML classifiers (AdaBoost and SOM) which relied on these door features extraction and did not lead with occluded doors. These gaps appeared to be overcome with DL techniques. However, current solutions used complex cameras, required high computer performance, and were implemented in indoor navigation robots. Although we verified that DL-based algorithms enabled to achieve the adaptability required for object detection models, current solutions are not reproducible for wearable and portable devices. Besides, we observed that no other study was implemented in a low-power computer device as an RPi and did not address PD problematic. Thus, this research followed a systematic approach to overcome the identified gaps in SoA solutions and customize our solution for PD end-users, by: (i) using a miniaturized, portable, and easily wearable camera, instead of the traditional and more complex Kinect, PrimeSense, RealSense or Astro Orbec cameras (Banerjee et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2014; Derry & Argall, 2013; Fernández-Caramés et al., 2014; Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Llopart et al., 2017; Othman & Rad, 2020; Quintana et al., 2018; Ramoa et al., 2020; Spournias et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2016); (ii) implementing a DL-based model for door detection addressing PD problematic instead of indoor robot navigation; and (iii) develop a camera-based system to be integrated into a wearable device using a lighter, portable and low-power computer device, an RPi.

3. Deep learning for object detection vs system requirements

(Adrian Rosebrock, 2017) described DL as the latest incarnation of neural networks, but much faster, making use of specialized hardware and with more available training data. Instead of hand-defining a set of rules and algorithms to extract features from an image as in traditional ML algorithm, these features are automatically learned from the training process, specifically by CNNs (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017; Amit et al., 2020). One-stage CNNs methods perform the object location and classification with a single network, i.e., they consider object detection as a regression or classification problem, being ideally methods for solutions with real-time constraints [7]. These CNNs mainly include MultiBox, Attention Net, You Only Look Once (YOLO) algorithms, Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD), among others (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). These algorithms combine methods for locating and classifying regions of interest, thus avoiding resampling of pixels and features extracted from the image for each bounding box. SSD models present more layers which helps the network to better detect objects in multiple scales and SSD bounding boxes can wrap around the objects in a tighter, more accurate fashion (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). SSD structure includes a backbone network (e.g., VGG or MobileNet, among others) and additional several features' layers to the end of the network. The additional feature layers are responsible for predicting the offsets to default boxes with different scales and aspect ratios and their associated confidences [8]. The network is trained with a weighted sum of localization loss and confidence loss, while final detection results are obtained by conducting non-maximum suppression on multiscale refined bounding boxes. From more detailed and careful dataset prepossessing (e.g., by data augmentation), SSD significantly outperform the Faster R-CNN in terms of accuracy on PASCAL VOC and COCO datasets while being three times faster (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017; Amit et al., 2020). Further, SSD can provide models more effective and accurate than YOLO approach (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). When comparing feature extraction layers, MobileNet reached an accuracy identical to VGG-16 on ImageNet with less cost (Amit et al., 2020).

Training from scratch an entire convolution network can require implementing by hand many network components, such as several custom layers and loss functions, besides to be time consuming and needs big datasets (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017; Amit et al., 2020). Given these fragilities, transfer learning is often applied to overcome these problems using pre-trained models for specific tasks in higher datasets, such as ImageNet or COCO, which are available in open-source libraries (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). It is possible to leverage knowledge (features, weights, etc.) from previously trained models for training newer models even for dataset with less data. TF Object Detection API (TFOD-API) contains multiple out-of-the-boxes object detection structures like MobileNet-SSD which can be re-trained and tuned for new specific tasks.

3.1. How the proposed object detection model achieved the functional requirements to be integrated in the wearable biofeedback system?

Functional requirements were identified for the proposed object detection model, as indicated on Table 2: (1) time-efficiency, running at least ~0.5fps, considering mean step time of ~ 0.567sec measured in (Branquinho, Goncalves, Pinto, Rodrigues, & Santos, 2021) with ten healthy persons; (2) good performance in objects detection, measured by an acceptable F1-score of at least 0.85 as indicated on (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017); and (3) portability, by using low power consumption and miniaturized electronic devices aiming to be easily integrated on the wearable biofeedback device. Given our application will be based on spatiotemporal data through video sequences, we choose to use a pre-trained SSD-model. Also, to further tackle the practical limitations of running in real-time a high resource and power-consuming neural networks in a low-power device, we choose to use a MobileNet as backbone network of the SSD architecture. Thus, this research used a pre-trained MobileNet-SSD model using TFOD-API, which was pre-trained in COCO 2017 dataset and obtained a speed of 19 ms (~52.63fps) and 20.2 % mean average precision (Rathod, Joglekar, & Lu, 2017), which for us is a good trade-off between time-consumption for real-time performance and model precision. Innovatively, to the best knowledge of the authors, this DL-based approach was still not used for door detection, especially in the PD field, and used to run in a lower-power device, an RPi.

**Table 2**

Functional requirements identified for the proposed object detection model and respective key-indicator metrics of how HW-SW solutions achieved the identified requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Key-indicators</th>
<th>HW-SW solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time-efficiency</td>
<td>≥0.5fps</td>
<td>Pre-trained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance</td>
<td>F1-score ≥ 0.85</td>
<td>MobileNet-SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time application in a</td>
<td>Low power consumption</td>
<td>RPi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portable device</td>
<td>Miniaturized components</td>
<td>Camera RPi module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faster and lighter</td>
<td>Converted final model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>computing power model</td>
<td>with TF-Lite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Methods: End-to-end door detection model

We designed an end-to-end pipeline for real-time door detection DL-based model for RPi, as shown in Fig. 1. In this section, we firstly present the dataset preparation and labeling procedure. Next, we focus on the DL approach, highlighting the adaptations implemented on the pre-trained MobileNet-SSD model. Following, we present the outcomes from the evaluation model phase. We finish this section with a subsection focusing the conversion of the trained model TF-Lite version to be used in RPi.

4.1. Dataset preparation

The dataset was comprised by 912 images of doors with different sizes, angles, colors, states (closed/open/semi-open) and in several environments (e.g., home, hospitals, or shopping) recorded by us and taken from google images. Given object detection models require supervised learning (needs a ground-truth), we created our training dataset by labeling the doors in the gathered images using the LabelImg tool. The procedure consisted in drawing a bounding box (SSD models detection output) around the exact location of the object to detect, as depicted in Fig. 2. To increase the model performance, besides to use images with different doors (e.g., sizes, angles, colors, states and in several environments), we used images where doors were placed with similar objects, as closet, windows, fridges, or rectangular objects of different scenarios, as depicted in Fig. 2. The file format for the bounding box and labeling information was saved in Extensible Markup Language (XML) aiming the format to be accepted in MobileNet-SSD model. After this process, the input dataset of the object detection models included XML files of door images with the bounding box position and labeling information. The ratio of the training data to the test (unseen) data was 80:20 as in (Rathod et al., 2017) and from XML files, we generated a record files (train.record and test.record) to create all data to configure the model pipeline. Additionally, we created a label map file (label_map.pbtxt) which was used in training stage to indicate the number and ID of classes to be detected.

4.2. Training model pipeline configuration

A pre-trained MobileNet-SSD model from TFOD-API was used by configuring the model pipeline file. Fig. 3 depicts the used MobileNet-SSD v2 architecture, which was composed by $3 \times 3$ convolution layer, followed by 17 bottleneck residual blocks and additional $3 \times 3$ convolution layers, as indicated in Table 3.

The pipeline was divided into several essential structures that are responsible for dataset preparation, defining the model, training, and evaluation process. This pipeline configurations included some model parameters tuning: (1) definition of number of classes (one class); (2)
indication of label map and train/test RECORD files (dataset input); (3) addition of data augmentation methods: image normalization, random adjust brightness/contrast/saturation/color, random jitter boxes and random resize/patch/crop) aiming to achieve more variations in data input; (4) definition of batch size value to 16; (5) use of Adam optimizer algorithm, instead of the pre-defined momentum optimizer, since it is suitable for large data, as images, can handle sparse gradients on noisy problems, be more stable and learns faster than other traditional optimizers; and (6) after some tests and tuning, the learning rate was set to 0.025. Given this model was pre-trained in 300x300 COCO images, the pipeline configuration file also defines a first resize stage to guarantee 300x300 input data and improve detection speed. Model was trained in Google Colab using a Nvidia GPU server.

4.3. Performance of the DL-based object detection model

To evaluate the performance of the applied object detection model, we used the unknown data of the testing dataset to assess the results of the training model. We used the deductible outcomes from the standard statistical measures of Intersection over Union (IoU) used in DL-based models of object detection: precision, recall, and F1-score. When the estimated IoU value is higher than 0.5, the classified results of object
Table 3
MobileNet-SSD v2 structure layers and parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block name/number</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv 0</td>
<td>300 x 300 x 3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 1</td>
<td>150 x 150 x 32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 2</td>
<td>150 x 150 x 16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 3 4</td>
<td>75 x 75 x 24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 5 6 7</td>
<td>38 x 38 x 32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 8 9 10 11</td>
<td>19 x 19 x 64</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 12 13 14</td>
<td>19 x 19 x 96</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bott 15 16 17</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 160</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 18</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 320</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 19</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 280</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 20</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 21</td>
<td>5 x 5 x 512</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 22</td>
<td>5 x 5 x 128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 23</td>
<td>3 x 3 x 256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 24</td>
<td>3 x 3 x 168</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 25</td>
<td>2 x 2 x 256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv 26</td>
<td>2 x 2 x 64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision (mAP) = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} = \frac{TP}{All \ detections} \) (1)

Recall (mAR) = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} = \frac{TP}{All \ truths} \) (2)

\( F1 \ score = 2 \cdot \frac{Precision \cdot Recall}{Precision + Recall} \) (3)

4.4. Object detection model in RPi

TF-Lite is a massive improvement from standard TF installation libraries which significantly improves the performance of TF library. It is optimized to run on mobile and other low-resource computer devices such as the RPi (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017). After the final model has been trained and evaluated, before to be transferred for the end-device, the model was converted to a TF-Lite version, being much lighter and faster for real-time implementations as required for our system. To analyze these improvements, after we transferred the model to the RPi and configure the RPi camera module, we analyzed the time that algorithm took loading the model and to perform a real-time door detection (camera acquisition – object detection, in fps). We also accomplished a real-life testing assessment with video images taken in the final applicability scenario, with the final wearable biofeedback device. Three main systems of the wearable biofeedback device were used in this research, as indicated in Fig. 5.a: (1) a Sensory System - an RPi camera module; (2) a Processing System - an RPi 4B + model; and (3) a Power Supply System - an Anker® powerbank. All electronic devices are integrated into a 3D-printing box fixed on a waistband providing the required portability. In Fig. 5.b, it is also depicted how each system contributes to providing biofeedback for patients with PD. The Sensory System (RPi camera module) captures video frame sequences and sends each frame captured to the Processing System (RPi). The RPi establishes the interface with the camera module to receive each collected frame and runs in real-time the trained model (TF-Lite version) to detect the doors. If a door is detected, the model returns the position of the classified object on the input frame, but when a door is not detected the model returns no objects. When a door is detected, this information is sent to a fourth system included on the wearable biofeedback device, the Actuation System. This system measures the distance between the patient and the detected door and provides visual sensory cues. The Anker® powerbank energetically supplies the electronic components for an autonomy of \( \sim 8 \) h.

5. Results

5.1. Performance of the \( \text{ss}-based \) object detection model

Table 4 presents the performance of the trained models during the fine-tuning phase (Train ID 1 and 2), using the NVIDIA GPU server from Google Colab. It is also presented the performance of the obtained final model (Train ID 3), which was used to be converted to a TF-Lite model aiming to be run in the RPi. For each trained model it is highlighted some model parameters (batch size, use of data augmentation processing, optimizer method and learning rate) which have been tuned to achieve the final model performance. Training time varied with batch size values, use of data augmentation techniques and learning rate, being achieved a lower training time when the batch size decreased to 16 as also the learning rate to 0,025 with Adam optimizer. Ultimate trained model precision showed a higher mAP (@0.5IoU) of 97.2%. A higher mAP indicates that the door label is classified more precisely. For further inspection of the trained model, we analyzed recall (mAR) and F1-score, also indicated on Table 4. Significant values of recall means that the model has a positive ability to find all door labels. We achieved an acceptable \( \sim 80 \) % probability that the model truly classifies as a true positive. Additionally, Table 4 provides F1-score values as a harmonic...
mean of precision and recall, showing a good performance of ~0.869, meaning that there is a good proportion of the model to categorize as a positive outcome and be an actual positive case.

5.2. Object detection model in RPi

Once obtained the final model, i.e., after training and evaluating the DL-based model, we converted the model to a TF-Lite model. This step enabled to improve the computational power when running the obtained model in real-time, more precisely on the portable device (RPi). It took over 1 min (~58sec) to load the non-converted model and less than one second (~0.00296sec) to load the final TF-Lite model, as indicated on Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 presents the outcomes of the real-life testing assessment with video images taken in the final applicability scenario, using the RPi integrated into a wearable device (instrumented waistband) running the DL-based trained converted TF-Lite model. The converted model takes less memory (6810 Kb to 5032 kb) than the non-converted model. This conversion presented a direct impact on real-time model running, where we could obtain ~2.87 fps, instead of the initial ~0.52 fps.

6. Discussion

A DL-based object detection model implemented in a RPi was described. We used precision to measure how accurate is the trained model for object detection, i.e., the percentage of objects detected that were correct. We also assessed the recall to study how good is the model finding all the true positive objectives. Furthermore, we estimated the F1-score to establish a balance between the measured precision and recall.

In fine-tuning phase, we performed three training models as indicated on Table 4. Started by measuring the performance of a model training (Train ID 1) using the default pre-trained model configurations (batch size = 64, optimizer = momentum, absence of data augmentation and learning rate = 0.8). Results from Train ID 1 already exhibit a good model performance (mAP = 96.8%, mAR = 0.779%; and F1-score = 0.863). However, aiming to improve the model performance, we accomplished a second training adding data augmentation methodologies and changing the optimizer method to the Adam optimizer. Data augmentation is a popular technique largely used to enhance the training of CNNs. As a matter of fact, in (Hernández-Garcia & König,
2018) it was observed that networks which trained with data augmentation more easily adapt to different architectures and amount of training data, as opposed to weight decay and dropout techniques in improving model performance, which require specific fine-tuning of their hyperparameters. In computer vision, data augmentation can be obtained by altering image features like brightness, color, hue, orientation, or cropping. Our approach included variations on images brightness, contrast, saturation, color, resizing, cropping, gaussian patch and jitter boxes. Indeed, this approach enabled to improve model sensitivity, i.e., true positive rate ($mAR$) from 77.9% to 78.3% (Train ID 2), which improved correct detections as shown in Fig. 7, where doors may be confused with similar shape objects as doors of closets or fridges. In Train ID 2, we also changed the pre-defined momentum optimizer to Adam, given its ability of being computationally efficient by requiring little memory and be faster in learning converging. Further, with Adam optimizer, we achieved a training more computationally efficient since it was required little memory.

Another parameter that needed to be tuned was the batch size. Using smaller batch sizes has been empirically shown to have faster convergence to acceptable performances, as indicated in (Kandel & Castelli, 2020; Masters & Luschi, 2018; Rudiuk, 2018). This is intuitively explained by the fact that smaller batch sizes allow the model to start learning before having to look at all data, converging faster and requiring less time to train, as occurred in Train ID 3 (~14 h) (Hernández-García & König, 2018; Masters & Luschi, 2018). Despite the use of a low batch size enabled to achieve a faster model converging, requiring less memory, the global optima convergence could not be guaranteed (Kandel & Castelli, 2020). To guarantee that the reduction in batch size value did not affect the model performance, besides using data augmentation, we decreased the learning rate to provide more stability to the learning process and model generalization performance as referred in (Masters & Luschi, 2018) and (Kandel & Castelli, 2020).

Regarding the final trained model (Train ID 3), which was used to be converted with TF-Lite to run on RPi, the results showed a considerable $mAP (@0.5IoU)$ of 97.2%, $mAR$ of 78.9% and a good F1-score of 0.869. Although a point-by-point comparison was not done since different methods and datasets were employed, improved results were achieved with the proposed solution, comparatively to the most recent related SoA DL-based models (studies since 2020), as described in Table 5.

Most recent studies used FastFCN, DenseNet and YOLOV3 models, which are not indicated for our purpose, as following discussed. Similar to the selected DL method (MobileNet-SSD), FastFCN model used by (Ramoa et al., 2020) is also a pre-trained model with COCO 2017 available in TFOD-API for transfer learning. The FastFCN model achieved better $mAP$ (37.7 %) in COCO 2017 dataset training than the MobileNet-SSD (20.2 %). However, its real-time performance falls far short (206 ms), when compared to the MobileNet-SSD (19 ms), being FastFCN model not feasible to address our time-efficiency requirement. Also, as indicated by (Adrian Rosebrock, 2017; Amit et al., 2020), from a more detailed and careful dataset preprocessing, MobileNet-SSD can significantly outperform FastFCN, as verified in this research.

Although (Othman & Rad, 2020) with DenseNet model presented a precision similar to the obtained in this research, DenseNet is indicated for image classification not performing image location (object detection).
transfer-learning concepts to train a MobileNet-SSD in TF environment. Since, the model was then integrated in a RPi, the model was converted to a faster and lighter computing power model using TF-Lite environment. The model showed a significant mAP of 97.2%, mAR of 78.9% and a good F1-score of 0.869, overcoming the related SoA α-based models for door detection. When testing the model into RPi integrated on the wearable device, it was observed that by using TF-Lite environment, the α-model showed to be temporally efficient (~2.87fps) to detect with accuracy the doors in real-life scenarios.

This manuscript described the first advances on the development of a wearable high-tech to provide context awareness biofeedback on PD. Thus, future challenges will cover to integrate the developed model with customized sensory cues. Also, it is required to validate the device with end-users in home scenarios with quotidian motor tasks (e.g., passage through doors between kitchen and living rooms).
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Table 5 Current SoA of α-based models for door detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Camera module</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Ramoa et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>RealSense D435</td>
<td>FastPCN</td>
<td>1246 images</td>
<td>Acc = 90.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Othman &amp; Rad, 2020)</td>
<td>Humanoid Robot</td>
<td>Nao’s monocular cameras</td>
<td>DenseNet</td>
<td>SRN Dataset</td>
<td>Prec = 97.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lecrosnier et al., 2021)</td>
<td>Wheelchair</td>
<td>RealSense D435</td>
<td>YOLOv3</td>
<td>866 images</td>
<td>Prec = 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Amit et al., 2020)</td>
<td>MobileNet-SSD</td>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>MobileNet-SSD</td>
<td>912 images</td>
<td>Recall = 79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yin, Hong, Zheng, Chen, &amp; Deng, 2022)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acc: accuracy; Prec: precision.

(Yin, Hong, Zheng, Chen, & Deng, 2022). Thus, for our purpose of developing a wearable biofeedback device for PD motor assistance, that includes a DL model for object detection, aiming to identify if and where an object (door) is recognized, MobileNet-SSD was a more ideal solution. Further, SSD models can provide more effective and accurate approaches than YOLO as indicated by (Amit et al., 2020) and observed through an overall comparison to our solution performance (precision of 97.2%) with that of (Lecrosnier et al., 2021) study (precision of 90%).

We also verified from Table 5 that (Lecrosnier et al., 2021; Othman & Rad, 2020; Ramoa et al., 2020) used more complex and non-miniaturized cameras as RealSense D435 in (Ramoa et al., 2020), Nao humanoid monocular cameras in (Othman & Rad, 2020) and RealSense D435 and RealSense T265 cameras in (Lecrosnier et al., 2021). Besides the use of these non-miniaturized cameras may compromise the integration of the system into the wearable device, they require more powerful computer devices.

Summing up, we believe that we contribute to the related SoA with a new α-based model customized to our purpose: (1) able to provide doors detection with significant accuracy, sensitivity, and time-efficiency; (2) using lighter, easily portable, and miniaturized camera module; and (3) capable to run in a low power device with a good performance.

Patients with PD tend to walk slowly, as observed in (Branquinho et al., 2021), where, e.g., 20 patients performed a mean step duration of ~0.601sec when walking 10 m. When testing the model in the RPi integrated on the wearable device, it was observed that by using TF-Lite environment, in real-time detection, we achieved a ~2.87 fps to capture and identify doors, which is a time-effective performance to detect step changes over real-life scenarios. Indeed, considering the outcomes measured in (Branquinho et al., 2021), with our solution we have ~2frames in a step time of 0.601sec to identify that the patient is in front of a door and deliver on-demand the proprioceptive cue. Also, the DL model was accurate and efficient in detecting doors in real-life scenarios, as observed in Fig. 7. Based on these findings, the developed method achieved the pre-identified functional requirements indicated on Table 2.

7. Conclusions

This study aimed to implement and test a DL-based object detection application, implemented in a RPi using a camera module. From here, it is expected to contribute for PD scope, aiming to develop a wearable device for delivering proprioceptive cues by real-time detection of patients’ environment using the implemented DL model. It was used